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Volcano at The Mirage 

"Mirage's Volcano"

By far the most famous attraction at the Mirage Hotel is its Volcano. It's

the closest it could be to a real volcano. Amidst three acres (1.2 hectares)

of water, the volcano comes to life several times every night. It shoots up

54 feet (16.4 meters), spraying smoke and fire. The water below is

transformed into streams of "molten lava" as tribal music rounds out the

whole experience. Admission is free of charge.

 +1 702 791 7111  www.mirage.com/attractions/volcan

o.aspx

 3400 South Las Vegas Boulevard,

Mirage Las Vegas, Las Vegas NV

 by Franck Mahon   

CSI: The Experience 

"Follow the Evidence"

The CBS television show, CSI, isn't just a big hit because it stars pretty

celebrities. The show's popularity stems from the fact that almost

everyone loves a good mystery and wants to be the one to solve it. Fans

of the show live vicariously through the characters, in their own minds

becoming forensic experts for just a little while. Now fans can take that

fantasy to an entirely new level with CSI: The Experience. Located in the

MGM Grand, fans get a chance to follow the evidence so that they can

crack the case. After picking a crime scene, visitors are briefed by Gil

Grissom. The amateur CSIs will study fiber and blood analysis,

fingerprints, compare shoe prints, and even look at an autopsy at the

various crime scene stations. Those who solve their crime will earn a CSI

Diploma.

 +1 702 891 7006  lasvegas.csiexhibit.com/  3799 South Las Vegas Boulevard, MGM

Grand Hotel & Casino, Las Vegas NV

 by Adam Indikt   

Battlefield Vegas 

"A Battlefield Experience!"

Battlefield Vegas is a Fire Range in Las Vegas which gives you an

opportunity to experience impressive weapons firsthand. They have an

arsenal of guns to choose from and adventure lovers can select packages

based on their favorite weapon and learn shooting from their range safety

officers. You can even fire a machine gun! They have series of military

vehicles parked in the vicinity for guests to click unlimited pictures. In

addition, they also provide free Humvee pick ups.

 +1 702 566 1000  www.battlefieldvegas.com

/

 reservations@battlefieldve

gas.com

 2771 Industrial Road, Las

Vegas NV
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